
Welcome everyone to a short presentation about the Community Mapping Network.

My Name is Rob Knight, one of 2 Directors for CMN - currently on Bowen Island in the mouth of Howe Sound

Brad Mason co-founder and the other Director for CMN will be joining us after this presentation from Langley for 
the question and answers.
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These are the topics I plan to cover today in the next 10 minutes or so…….
• The origin of CMN 
• The CMN Business Model, Structure and Services
• Introduce you to the CMN home page and Atlas Gallery
• By way of some examples, show you some of the web map (Atlas) functions such as map tools, map feature 

links to photos, shoreline videos, attributes, metadata
• An example of our earlier projects where Map Books complimented the web mapping (2000 to 2004)
• Finally some basic CMN Statistics for 2017
• Time for questions and answers
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• These are views from the Internet Archive and the black bars indicate how frequently that organization visited or 
web site and captured a view of some of the pages

• You can see in the lower panel (shim.bc.ca) that the fall of 2000 was our first web mapping application showing 
primarily 1:5000 scale mapping of small streams and fish habitat, critical information for local government 
planning and activities near streams.

• Brad Mason was serving web mapping of small streams prior to 2000 (way before Google web mapping) but the 
fall of 2000 was our official launch.

• The upper panel shows when we adopted our current domain name cmnbc.ca
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• The idea at the core of CMN is that  Federal and Provincial data is a good back drop for more detailed local 
information that everyone needs to have a sustainable community.

• CMN partners with local governments and community groups to bring those detailed data together in locations 
where it is need for local community based decisions, actions and advocacy.
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• Brad Mason and I are both recent retirees of the federal and provincial governments. I was with the BC Ministry of 
Environment  and Brad with Fisheries and Oceans Canada. We have managed the Community Mapping Network 
since its beginning in 2000.

• CMN is a not-for–profit organization that hosts web mapping applications that show environmental and habitat 
data. These applications provide a place for the public to view and interact with the data and in some cases the 
applications have online data entry forms which are connected directly to a database server. This allows a user to 
not only view and interact with the data but also add and update it.

• There are currently, approximately 60 applications hosted for various government and not-for-profit organizations, 
a few of the more popular atalses are listed here. The applications are built by contractors connecting to the 
servers remotely. There is no office, we are a virtual network of people who live and work across the country. Two 
of the primary contractors live permanently in eastern Canada.



This is how we built a network of communities across BC and to other parts of Canada.
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• Some of the services CMN provides…………
• Regarding the last bullet: CMN recently completed a detailed study of DFO approved habitat compensation sites 

in the Lower Fraser River. The sites were constructed since 1986 based on the DFO's No Net Loss Policy.
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• The  CMN home page high lights a few key atlases in the rotating banner at the top and the red arrow shows the 
tab for the Atlas Gallery. 

• The box on the lower right is a scrolling list of atlases in the Atlas Gallery - a quick way to get to an atlas you visit 
frequently.

• The videos in the lower left are an easy way to learn more about  how the web mapping applications work.
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• The Atlas Gallery is a long page of more about 60 links, one for each atlas.
• The top of the page has some drop down search terms used to classify atlases by region and keywords.
• We have found communities really want to see specific areas and information layers just for there topics of 

interest. That is why there are about 60 atlases not just one atlas with every ones data for everywhere!
• The red arrow top left is for the next slide for the Aquatic Information Partnership Atlas. You would click on this 

image to explore the AIP Atlas.
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• This a typical opening view of an atlas. 
• In this case the map extent is the whole province. 
• Other atlases may open to much more local areas of interest, depending how the atlas is designed.
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• Here is Howe Sound in the AIP Atlas with one of the BC Watershed Statistics layers turned on.

• These color themed watershed polygons show the % area of a watershed that has logging with in 30 meters of a 

stream

• The layer in the legend up one level and not turned on for this view would show % area with logging on slopes 

greater that 60 % or 27 degrees.

• These watersheds are taken from 1:20,000 provincial mapping (TRIM) and are not detailed enough for local 

planning but they are a good starting point.

• The web map manipulation tools are on the left vertical tool bar. My two favorite tools to zoom in and out are 

the ”click/draw rectangle to zoom in” and the “Go to previous/next” buttons. (the black arrows upper left)

• You just need to get in a play with the tools to appreciate how easy it is to move around and we can always help 

folks get used to using the atlas tools and explain the other functions.
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• In 2004 CMN completed an atlas for all of the SLRD titled the Sea to Sky Habitat Atlas.
• This view of Howe Sound shows some of the base mapping layers turned on. These layers (and more) are 

available for a “Howe Sound Bioregional Initiative Atlas”
• The tools and frame look different in this atlas because it uses an early version of the MapGuide Open Source 

web mapping software that we currently use.
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• Another Atlas on CMN is the FREMP-BIEAP Habitat Atlas.
• There are many different data types and functions available via CMN and at the risk of a technical disaster I am 

going to show you a live view of this atlas and the streaming of Shoreline Videos.
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• In the early years of CMN when web mapping was a new thing for many folks we also produced bound booklets 
(11”x17”) suitable for use on the front counter of a local governments planning department, showing a subset of 
the layers in the web versions.

• I was not able to find examples for the Sea to Sky Habitat Atlas (2004) but this example we did for the FVRD 
(Fraser Valley Regional District) in 2002 will give you an idea of what should be in every local government office 
of the SLRD.

• Each square in this index map would link you to a static image on the web server or a page number in the bound 
paper atlas

• Here is one square from the the FVRD Habitat Atlas
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• The map  scale is 1:11,000 and this view shows the east portion of Mission and various stream classifications.
• For this project there were 5 volumes (illustrated by color areas in the upper right) which focused on the local 

governments that make up the FVRD.
• I believe there were also 5 volumes for the Sea to Sky Habitat Atlas booklets. 
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• Lastly:  here is a summary of web visits to the the CMN home page for 2017.
• The user levels are fairly constant throughout the year adding up to about 100,000 visits and 300,000 page 

views.
• Thanks for listening.
• Drew Copeland has been tracking your questions in the chat window and please continue to add more.
• Brad & I are here to answer your questions that Drew will moderate.
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